Martin Lindecrantz appointed new Chief Human Resources Officer of SSC

Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) has appointed Martin Lindecrantz as the new Chief Human Resources Officer (CHRO) of the SSC Group. He will take office from 13 November as part of the company’s management team.

“I am excited and humbled by the assignment of contributing to a company mission that is so crucial for the future of humanity. It is a privilege to get the chance to shape an amazing employee experience together with passionate colleagues who drive innovation while contributing to a higher purpose and thereby also developing as individuals,” says Martin Lindecrantz, appointed CHRO of SSC.

Since 2020, Martin has been the Executive Vice President People & Culture and Sustainability for the online-based IT provider Dustin Group. Before that he held a variety of executive HR roles in Afry and Accenture with responsibilities for both domestic and global markets.

With a master degree in Business & Administration, a background in management consulting, and more than 15 years of experience in HR and sustainability roles, Martin has a deep understanding of how to align people and culture with business strategy and performance.

“I am pleased to announce this new role in the management team which will strengthen our ability to develop the employee experience and secure future competence needs. With bold transformational goals and growth ahead of us, people and culture assets related to culture, leadership, organizational development, work environment and talent acquisition will be even more crucial for the success of SSC going forward. Martin’s solid experience in these domains will be a crucial resource in bringing SSC to the next level,” says Charlotta Sund, CEO of SSC.

Contact: Philip Ohlsson, SSC Head of Communications, +46 (0)70 721 70 26, philip.ohlsson@sscspace.com

About SSC: Swedish Space Corporation helps Earth benefit from Space. Since the 70’s, SSC has helped space organizations, companies, other commercial actors and research institutes to get access to space. Our products and services enable successful space projects within Earth observation, telecommunications, security, meteorology, navigation and positioning, scientific research and other applications. Through our local presence on all continents and close to 700 committed employees, we offer specialist expertise in satellite communications, spacecraft operations, rocket and balloon systems, launch services, light test services and data analytics. Among our strongest assets are Esrange Space Center in northern Sweden, set to become first to launch satellites from continental Europe in 2023, as well as one of the world’s largest commercial ground station networks for satellite communications: SSC CONNECT. Via our subsidiary GlobalTrust, we also leverage satellite data and analytics applications to help companies, organizations and governments to develop and deliver sustainability strategies. https://sscspace.com/